Case

Dr B is a fourth-year general surgery resident physician and chief of the University Hospital minimally invasive surgery service. Dr B spends most of her time in the operating room (OR) with attending physician, Dr A, who performs laparoscopic and robot-assisted operations. Today, Dr B is instructed by Dr A to sit at the robot console. Dr B performs portions of a ventral hernia repair independently in the presence of Dr A. Dr A gives the console control to Dr B, instructing her to suture in the mesh after the primary closure of the hernia defect. Dr B is startled, as she has begun, but not yet completed, suggested robotic training console simulations for hernia repair and has only sewn in part of this particular mesh before. Dr B seizes the opportunity and wonders what the patient and family should be told, perhaps now and certainly later, about her role in the surgery.

Commentary

This case highlights an important obligation at the heart of surgical education: ensuring that the patient receives the best possible care while training the next generation of surgeons. It also calls attention to the question of the extent of training a trainee should be required to accomplish outside of the OR prior to operating on a patient. Furthermore, it questions to what extent an attending physician must delineate and clarify resident and faculty intraoperative roles to a patient both prior to surgery and when those roles change during the course of the operation. Finally, this case offers an opportunity to consider the extent to which surgeons should explain increasingly
complex technical tools and newly implemented innovations to patients such that they can be fully informed when completing the consent process.

**Training Robotic Surgeons**

In this case, Dr B is "startled" when given the controls to independently perform a portion of the surgery that she has not previously done in the OR or in simulation. Her questioning of what and when the family should be told about her level of participation implies that she thinks her involvement puts the patient at an increased risk of a worse outcome. The case scenario also implies that if surgical residents have not performed a task in a simulated environment, then they should not perform it in the OR because it may have a negative effect on patient outcomes.

If a surgical resident's participation in surgery results in a worse patient outcome, then the attending surgeon is not upholding the basic ethical tenet of nonmaleficence. Yet it may be difficult to know in the moment how a surgical resident's participation could affect a patient's outcome. This uncertainty is further complicated by the fact that surgical residents are trained by multiple attending surgeons, making it challenging for an individual attending surgeon to know the full range of technical abilities and intraoperative decision-making capabilities of a given surgical resident.

There is evidence to suggest that surgical resident participation in the OR does not negatively affect patient outcomes and may even decrease patient mortality. Standardized operative performance assessments and their association with patient outcomes are active areas of surgical education research. Until the development of an assessment that predicts how a resident will perform in an operation, attending surgeons should use their experience with a surgical resident to inform the tasks a resident may be permitted to do under supervision in the OR. In the case above, Dr A works with Dr B frequently and therefore has a robust understanding of her technical abilities. While Dr B may be unsure of herself, Dr A is giving her supervised graduated autonomy while upholding patient beneficence and nonmaleficence.

Surgical education has evolved over time due to advances in research focused on education as well as administrative and regulatory constraints on surgical training programs. Historically, teaching surgical residents to operate followed the "see one, do one, teach one" method. As operations evolved to incorporate increasingly complex techniques, this model has not been sustainable. With the development of laparoscopic and robot-assisted surgery, there has been an increase in surgical simulation and training labs aimed at providing residents opportunities to practice and develop technical skills outside of the OR. Robot-assisted surgery simulation curricula, however, have not yet demonstrated improvement in operative skill, and there are no data that we know of demonstrating the effectiveness of simulation curricula in improving patient outcomes. Thus, the value of current simulation curricula has not yet been determined. When considering this case, the lack of evidence-based research demonstrating that simulation curricula improve operative skills supports Dr A's reliance on personal judgment to determine the capabilities of Dr B inside and outside of the OR.

**Disclosing Surgical Roles and Managing Expectations**

In the case presentation, there is no description of Dr A providing disclosure to the patient and obtaining informed consent prior to surgery. The case ends with Dr B wondering what the patient should be told about her role in the surgery. It is not clear if
Dr B was present for the preoperative discussion that Dr A had with the patient. Although disclosure of surgical residents’ intraoperative role was historically neglected in preoperative patient conversations, there is a growing literature on the importance of such disclosure to support patient autonomy. Previously published work on this topic in this journal has discussed the importance of standardized disclosure language and the timing of disclosure. However, robot-assisted surgery adds a new component to this discourse.

Intuitive Surgical, Inc recently released a mobile application that records and displays operative metrics of attending surgeons and surgical residents. The application uses data from the Da Vinci surgeon console to track which part(s) of the operation an individual performs, the movements made, the instruments used, and other relevant data. The use of these data in surgical education has potential to facilitate enhanced review of operations, resulting in a shorter learning curve that may benefit future patients. At the same time, operative data with this level of specificity could be desirable in a medical-legal context if an error occurred in the OR that resulted in harm to the patient on the table. The robotic application should be considered analogous to a surgical department case review (ie, a morbidity and mortality conference), which is exempt from medical-legal proceedings. These conferences are an opportunity for peer review of surgical errors and discussion of options that may prevent similar errors from occurring in the future.

The availability of data specifying who was operating at certain times during a case forces us to consider what details of a resident’s intraoperative role attending surgeons should share with a patient in the preoperative disclosure and informed consent process. Should every surgery be stratified into segments and each segment assigned a team member? This approach may offer the patient more information and hence greater autonomy, but it may be impractical. It may also restrict intraoperative role changes if the clinical scenario differs from what the surgeon anticipated. It is common for the preoperative plan of the trainee’s role in the operation to change during an operation. Typically, this role change occurs when the operation becomes more complicated, necessitating that the trainee’s involvement be reduced. Even in these scenarios, however, the trainee is actively assisting in the surgery. Whether or not a role change occurs, after the surgery is complete, it is expected that the surgeon will provide an overview of the operation that includes discussion of whether it was more complicated than expected. However, it is not expected that the surgeon would—and it would not be practical for the surgeon to—give a detailed, play-by-play description of each surgical step.

Finally, as new surgical technology and techniques are introduced, the medical device industry has recognized the value of marketing to the public. As a result, patients and their loved ones may bring preconceived ideas to the informed consent conversation. Specific to robot-assisted surgery, patients may be concerned about the role of the robot vs the role of the surgeon and whether the surgeon will be in the room for the duration of the operation. Educating patients and their loved ones about the roles of the robot helps patients consent to or decline surgery.

**Conclusion**

The growth of robot-assisted surgery and other novel surgical tools and techniques offers opportunities to reinforce ethical tenets of nonmaleficence and autonomy. Accordingly, attending surgeons should disclose the roles of residents in operations
during consent processes. Surgical data from technology applications enhance educational quality and should not be subject to medical-legal proceedings. Finally, surgical residents must learn not only how to perform increasingly complex operations, but also how to explain these operations and all surgical team members’ roles.
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Editor’s Note
The case to which this commentary is a response was developed by the editorial staff.
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